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PART  1: Review Comments 
 
 Reviewer’s comment 

 
 

Introduction 
- line no. 16 write exports to instead of exports about. 
- line no. 35 write processes instead of process, write breaks in instead of breaks down. 
 
 

Material and methods 
 

- line no. 47 write boundaries of instead of boundaries with. 
 
- line no. 70 write extracted from instead of extracted with, write extracted from instead of 
extracted without. 
 

 
RESULTS 

- line no. 130 write in total instead of in the Total. 

-line no. 146 write the highest instead of Highest. 

-line no. 149 write differences between instead of differences for. 

-line no. 154 write content of instead of content in. 

-line no. 164 write the highest instead of Highest. 

-line no. 166 write the highest instead of Highest, write least were instead of least was. 

-line no. 167 write the highest instead of Highest. 
-line no. 168 write least were instead of least was. 

-line no. 193 write the highest instead of highest. 

-line no. 198 write the highest instead of highest. 

-line no. 206 write the highest instead of highest. 

 
 
-line no. 211 write the highest instead of highest. 

D ISCUSS ION 

-line no. 238 write equivalents instead of equivalent. 

-line no. 239 write samples of instead of samples with. 

-line no. 242 write level may instead of levels may. 

-line no. 244 write contents instead of content, write has been instead of has be, write that 
asserted instead of who asserted . 

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and 
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write 
his/her feedback here) 
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-line no. 257 write the highest instead of highest. 

-line no. 260 write result of instead of result in. 
-line no. 265 write factors of instead of actors to. 
-line no. 270 write factors of instead of actors to. 
-line no. 280 write indicates instead of indicate. 
-line no. 287 write decrease from  instead of decrease with. 
-line no. 295 write percentage of instead of percentage for, write extracted from instead of 
extracted with . 
-line no. 296 write had the highest instead of had highest. 
-line no. 297 write enhance instead of enhances. 
-line no. 298 write suggested that seeds instead of suggested that seed. 
-line no. 302 write entrance to entrance of. 
-line no. 304 write incidence of instead of incidence in. 
-line no. 307 write gave the highest instead of gave highest. 
-line no. 314 write defect instead of defects. 
-line no. 318 write impact on instead of impact of. 
-line no. 324 write consists of instead of consists of about. 
-line no. 325 write compositions instead of composition. 
-line no. 331 write the highest instead of highest. 
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Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight 

that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her 
feedback here) 

Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?  
 

(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details) 
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